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Inverse System has been used in mechanics system, industry process, 
electric power system and gained deeper advancement and development. But it 
hasn’t been used in Social Economy System for the Social Economy System is 
complicated, so Inverse System has not satisfied the demand of all actual 
problems. This thesis imports Grey theory as a bridge and expects to settle the 
actual problems of these domains better. This paper is divided to six chapters. 
Chapter One: Prepared knowledge. It mainly introduces Inverse System 
theory and Grey theory. First, this chapter describes the basal theory and 
method of Inverse System. Second, describes the basal concept and theory of 
Grey System. Meanwhile, it introduces the model of grey forecast. 
Chapter Two: Study of rationality about bringing forward South 
Shangdong Province regional economic. Based on the background of project, it 
study the rationality about bringing forward South Shangdong Province 
regional economic, First, it introduces the theory of Regional Economy and the 
law of factor flow. Second, we study the realistic base of bringing forward 
South Shangdong Province regional economic, including the exterior 
environment, inner environment and demonstrating analysis. Meanwhile, we 
use Grey theory to confirm the associated degree between the economic index 
and use Fuzzy Mathematics to structure judge matrix. At last we get the 
position of seven cities of South Shangdong Province in Shandong Province 
and confirm the center of South Shangdong Province regional economic. 
Chapter Three: Confirming the center city of South Shangdong Province 
economic area. We bring forward the method of resource target and the effect of 
Regional Economy bull’s-eye in order to testify that the center city is necessary. 
It can make the seven city into a whole, concentrate resource to impel 














South Shangdong Province economic area will develop quickly. 
Chapter Four: The basal development and SWOT analysis about LinYi. 
This chapter mainly describes qualitatively the basal development of LinYi by 
SPSS. We testify that LinYi has ability to become the center city of economic 
area by analyzing its basal developing advantage, integrative economy 
advantage and feature advantage. 
Chapter Five: Demonstrated analysis. This chapter analyzes LinYi more 
deeply with Inverse System and Grey theory. First, it makes forecast for LinYi 
in the last 20 years and provides three developing schemes. Second, it study the 
related model about circulation and many index which includes model of 
circulation and GDP, circulation and society population and many factors 
affecting circulation. Meanwhile, we grope for programming of tour trade. At 
last we try to design the harmonious system which composed by GDP, tour 
revenue and wholesale market.  
Chapter Six: Summing-up. This chapter sums up all above, points out this 
paper’s innovations, and presents some new research divisions in the future. 
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∑：u y→ 为一个给定的系统（线性的或非线性的），对于 0t t≥ ，其输入为
u(t)，输出为y(t)，并具有一组确定的初始条件或初始状态，记为 0 0( )x t x= 。
该系统的输出 y(t)( 0t t≥ )完全由初值和输入确定，令描述因果关系的算子
为θ ，则有： 
( )0( ) [ ,y x uθ• = • ]。或简写为 y=θ u                  （1） 
首先引入一个与求逆问题中输入 ( )u • 的存在性有关的问题。 
定义 1 设∏为另一个系统，具有初始状态为 00 )( xtx =  (其数值一般
由 0x 确定)表示其传递关系的算子为θ ： dy  → du ，其中 )(tyd 为取值于
某个域中的任意给的 n阶可微函数（n为系统的阶数），并且 )(tyd  在 0t 处
需满足一定的初始条件（其数值一般由 0x 确定）。如果算子θ 满足下式 







定义 2 设 αΠ 为又一个系统，具有初始状态为 x (t0) = x0 (其数值一
般由 x0确定)。表示其传递关系的算子为 αθ : u→θ ，其中φ为取值于某个
域中的任给的连续函数。若取 )()( tyd
αϕ = ，则下式成立 
αθθ̂ ϕ ( dyD
α ) = uθ̂ = dy     (D dt
dΔ )                   （3）  
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